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PRESS RELEASE - Söderköping, November 2010 

Cramo invest in floor grinding 
 
Cramo has invested in 75 floor grinders from HTC Sweden AB. The agreement also 
includes training of Cramo staff in Sweden, and the establishment of consignment stock 
with diamond tools in some Cramo depots in Stockholm. 
 
Henrik Pettersson, Business Unit Manager at HTC states: “It is obviously great that we have 
continued confidence to deliver more grinders to Cramo. Cramo is the largest machine rental 
company in Sweden’s, and thus one of our key customers.” 
 
“The demand for grinding machines is vast at the depots and HTC is a supplier that meets our 
quality requirements. With this agreement, we think that Cramo clearly shows that floor 
grinding is an important market that we continue to invest in”, says Anders Barchéus, Product 
Manager at Cramo. 
 
To assist Cramo in helping their customers getting the most out of the many advantages with 
HTC’s versatile grinders HTC will also organize training courses for Cramo staff. 
 
In addition, HTC now also open consignment stock with diamond tools in several Cramo 
depots in Stockholm. The idea is that all users of HTC’s grinding machines will have quick 
access to HTC’s most common diamond segments all the time, in case they run out. Especially 
interesting is the Cramo depot on Kungsholmen in Stockholm, which is open 24 hours a day 
and seven days a week. Since many grinding jobs are done at night and on weekends, HTC’s 
diamond tools will always be available in the Stockholm area. 

Contact 
Henrik Pettersson, Business Unit Manager, HTC Sweden AB, Tel: +46 121- 294 00 
www.htc-floorsystems.com 
 

 
About HTC Sweden AB 
HTC Sweden is a fast growing company that was founded in 1987 by Håkan and Gunn Thysell. In 1992 HTC 
Sweden launched a patent pending system for grinding concrete. Today HTC is the market leader within diamond 
based concrete grinding. HTC has also developed unique floor solutions within polished concrete, e.g HTC 
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Superfloor™ and recently the new diamond based cleaning system HTC Twister™ was launched internationally. 
The head office along with production and product development is located in Söderköping. Subsidiaries operate in 
USA, Germany, England and France. 3i group are minority owners in HTC since August 2006. 3i is a world leader 
in private equity and venture capital and focuses on investing minority stakes in high growth companies expanding 
organically or through acquisition. 
 


